I am willing to write my point of view as a vice captain of 40 overs matches. First of all I am sorry for the
delay and I couldn't made it for the previous 2 matches due to my exam schedule.

So all together I have noticed that we performed well in all the matches and from August we are going
to play the important matches. And I personally believe that we haven't faced the toughest teams yet
because in all the matches we won in a big margins. So our challenge is coming soon.

I am happy about the bowling and fielding attack because this time we have a variety of bowlers and
mixed with an experienced and younger talents. But I think we must improve our batting skills, I believe
that you also noticed this. Because in the last match we got all out in 35 overs. We could have scored
another 30‐40 runs in the last five overs but we missed it. It was my mistake also because I was hurry to
rotate the strike. Any way our opening line up collapsed so couldn't reach the big score and Uddhika did
a good job with a bat. I don't see any big mistakes in bowling and fielding. So we should try to improve
our batting in the upcoming matches. I personally suggest If you arrange any batting practice before the
next round it will be more useful than playing direct matches. It may be after T20 match or before 12
o'clock on Sunday with a full team. Then only we can find a mistakes to correct it and get a batting
techniques from others. It's just my suggestion.

So last time I mentioned some mistakes in the 1st match especially about take the time to field setting I
hope we reduce this time and we improved our fielding. So finally I believe that we will perform well in
following matches and thank you very much for giving this opportunity.

Thank you and have a good weekend.

Kind regards,
Arunjeev

